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The all new Big Bike Europe expo
looks set to exceed first year
international attendance forecasts

As the first annual BIG BIKE
EUROPE expo gets set to
open its doors on May 10th

, one of the concept's most
important aims looks likely to be
achieved - to an extent that will
massively exceed first year
expectations.
With three weeks to go the advance

international motorcycle industry
distributor, dealer and custom shop
registrations were closing in on 300
industry professionals - exceeding the
first-year minimum threshold figure
set for the event.
However the hot news is just how

international BIG BIKE EUROPE's
reach has already become.
Advance trade visitors are

registered from nearly 40 different
countries worldwide - from as far
afield as Russia, the Middle East, South
America, Japan and Australia as well
as the United States and most
European markets.
Using an innovative new 'industry

invitational' approach to generating
trade attendance (one that allows
dealers to offer their best customers
free show entry), the strength of

worldwide reaction to BIG BIKE
EUROPE has already provided 'proof
of concept' and reinforced  the
widespread initial reaction to the
launch announcement of two years
ago - that BIG BIKE EUROPE "is an
idea whose time has come".
BIG BIKE EUROPE has been

established to meet the need for the
parts/accessory, performance/tuning
and service/workshop sectors to
have an opportunity to come
together on an international basis in
an expo environment where the
focus is 100 percent on aftermarket
motorcycle modification and
customising revenues.
Over fifty parts, accessory and

performance product exhibitors from
seven different countries (many
making their European expo debut)
will be enjoying the opportunity to
meet and sell to a worldwide audience
of over 100 customizers and
performance engineers, and hundreds
of importers, distributors and dealers
of all kinds.
Designed to showcase the reality of

how most dealership profits are
generated BIG BIKE EUROPE

recognizes that it has been workshop
activity that has kept the majority of
Europe's franchised and independent
motorcycle shops open in the past few
years.
With two-thirds of industry

revenues being based around the one-
third of European motorcycles that are
'large displacement' machines
(source: ACEM), and being staged in
the heartland of Europe's large cc
riding markets, BIG BIKE EUROPE is
being welcomed as a genuine and
genuinely new addition to the
international motorcycle industry expo
calendar.
The show is open to members of the

international motorcycle industry and
riders for three days from 10am to 5pm
daily on Friday May 10th, Saturday
11th and Sunday 12th at the Essen
Expo Centre (Messe Essen) in
Germany.
Advanced trade registrations

have now closed but tickets are
available online for €15 each day,
or on the door for € 20 each day
- follow the links at:

www.BigBikeEurope.com
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W ITH new model sales in Europe still in the doldrums, the all
new Big Bike Europe expo is being hailed as an important
new opportunity for parts, accessory, performance, service

item and workshop equipment vendors to focus on the primary area of
the market that has kept independent and franchised dealership profits
alive.

Of the new motorcycle sales that are happening, the trend towards the larger
displacement markets emerging as, increasingly, the most viable sector of the
industry, is continuing.

The 'BIG BIKE EUROPE' concept owes its origins to
five years of market research and planning, with the
announcement being made nearly two years ago in
2011.

During that time the trends that gave rise to the
growing importance of the tuning and parts industry has
not just continued, but now stands as the primary tool
through which dealerships can generate the turn-over
they need to stay in business, and of critical importance
as Europe's aging bike park sees replacement purchases
slowing.

Of the 37 million or so PTWs (Powered Two-Wheelers) that are said to be on
Europe's roads, the message that the minority that qualify as 'large displacement'
contribute the majority of industry revenues and profits, is now well established and
widely accepted.

Though being staged in Germany (being Europe's traditionally strongest large
displacement and highest mileage market), Big Bike Europe has already firmly
established its credentials as an international expo that is being staged in Germany,
and not a German market show with somewhat of an international flavour (see this
month's IDN cover story).

As such, Big Bike Europe is opening up a genuinely new kind of expo opportunity
for the international motorcycle industry - one that speaks to current and future
market realities and business prospects.

A lthough it may well be that the worst of the possible economic outcomes for
the Euro-Zone may have been averted, the last of the dramas is unlikely to be

behind us, and for sure the road back to anything approaching real growth for
consumer markets such as ours is still set to be a long and rocky one.

The motorcycle industry needs all the good news it can get, and it needs all the
opportunities it can create to motivate and inspire consumers to embrace its
products.

While it is right that much focus is put on the importance of urban mobility to

the market's future, it is also right that the equally specialist and important large
displacement and high mileage touring, performance and motorcycle modification
and customising markets also receive the opportunity for speciality focus - without
such a forum, such a nexus, the industry will fail to be able to connect with the most
important of the dealership profit opportunities that it is faced with.

Big Bike Europe will deliver that opportunity to connect that nexus, that focus,
and as this edition of International Dealer News went to press, hundreds of
importers, distributors, dealers, performance engineers and customizers look set to

agree and embrace the new concept that Big Bike Europe
represents.

A date for 2014 will be announced in a few weeks,
but Big Bike Europe will continue to be staged at Messe
Essen, Germany, and plans are at an advanced stage for
the announcement of an additional industry initiative at
Big Bike Europe that will provide a unique specialty focus
for the growing motorcycle touring and travel industry.

With large displacement motorcycles key to the
touring market, and touring bike revenues critical

to dealers and parts/accessory vendors, the
announcement will represent a continuing evolution of the Big Bike concept as one
that embraces "current and future market realities" and provides a focus on how
dealership profits can be made in future years.

Whatever does happen to the wider economic factors that affect our industry,
two things will remain the same.

First, that millions of Europeans will continue to look to two wheels for a wide
range of commuting and leisure activity options. ACEM currently estimates that some
10 percent of EU riding citizens of riding age own or have access to a motorcycle
of some kind, and that two thirds of market revenues will continue to be provided
by the one-third of riders who do the highest mileages on the largest displacement
motorcycles.

Second, that availability, demand and margin pressures will continue to impact
on the traditional new and used motorcycle sales revenues that have fuelled
dealership (and therefore industry) profits, which will continue to make parts,
accessories, performance, tuning, modification, customising, service and workshop
revenues and profits an ever more import part of the equation that allows dealers
to keep their doors open and provide consumers with access to
the great bikes of the future.

• COMMENT • COMMENT • COMMENT • COMMENT • COMMENT • COMMENT • 

BIG BIKE EUROPE to start new era with
an all new future-facing expo formula

‘BBE speaks
to current and
future market

realities’
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Publisher
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ACEM (Association des Constructeurs
Européens de Motocycles) has
announced the appointment of
Stephan Schaller, President of BMW
Motorrad, as the new President of the
European Motorcycle Industry
Association on March 21st 2013.
Based in Brussels, ACEM is the
organisation representing the
manufacturers of motorcycles,
scooters, trikes and quads on a
European level. 

Schaller succeeds Hendrik von
Kuenheim (formerly Head of BMW
Motorrad), who served as ACEM
President from 2011. 

Speaking on the day of his
election at the ACEM General
Assembly, Stephan Schaller said:

“Our objective is to promote the
fuel-efficiency benefits of scooters,
motorcycles and other vehicles in

this category as an enhancement of
living quality. Our vehicles provide a
high level of mobility and as such

deserve recognition in transport
po l i c y. Today  the re  a re
approximately 37 million powered
two-wheelers in Europe, used by a
growing number of European
citizens on a daily basis to beat the
traffic and find a parking place in city
centres, both for private and
professional use.

“Over recent years the European
motorcycle industry has done much
to respond to the pressing
challenges posed by the economic
crisis, never losing sight of the aim of
moving towards greener and safer
mobil ity while returning to
sustainable job-creating growth.”  

www.acem.eu

ACEM appoints new President

AVON Tyres has launched the Storm
3D X-M - a sports-touring tyre said to
combine the performance of the
Storm 3D Ultra tyre with increased
longevity. 

Made in Britain, and aimed at the
hypersport motorcycle market, the
Avon Storm 3D X-M is a new
derivative of Avon’s Storm Ultra
sports-touring tyre. The new tyre takes
the technology found in the 3D Ultra
sports tyre family and uses it to create
a sports-touring tyre which is claimed
to deliver higher mileage.

The Storm 3D X-M features
interlocking three-dimensional points

hidden in the tyre’s smallest grooves,
which are said to improve stability,
grip and warm-up times, while
limiting tread flex. These latest
advances in tyre technology are
married to a high-performance single
and multi-compound silica-rich tread
which enhances wet grip.

Doug Ross, Head of Global
Motorcycle Tyre Sales for Avon Tyres,
said: “With the Storm 3D X-M we’ve
taken what was already a great tyre
and built in around 15-20 percent of
extra longevity through increased
tread life. While we expect this to be
most popular in the US - where

motorcycle mileage tends to be higher
– there’s an increasing number of
bikers in Europe clocking up higher
mileages while touring or commuting,
who want a tyre that lasts without
sacrificing performance.”

The Avon Storm 3D X-M is available
in sizes 120/70-ZR17 (front) and
180/55-ZR17 and 190/50-ZR17
(rear).

AVON TYRES
Melksham, Wiltshire, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1225 703101
avonmcycle@coopertire.com
www.avonmotorcycle.com

Avon launches Storm 3D X-M

POLARIS Industries, the parent
company of Victory Motorcycles
and Indian Motorcycles, has
announced the acquisition of A.M.
Holding S.A.S., which operates
under the name Aixam Mega
S.A.S., a privately owned company
based in Aix-les-Bains, France,
which manufactures and sells

enclosed on-road quadricycles and
light duty commercial vehicles in
Europe. 
“Aixam Mega is an excellent fit
with Polaris and offers a unique
opportunity for us to expand our
small vehicle platform and
accelerate international
growth,” said Scott Wine, Polaris

Chairman and CEO. “We are
committed to positioning Polaris
as a global leader in the
growing small vehicle market
and this investment reaffirms
Polaris’ commitment to building
a global business capable of
delivering long-term, profitable
growth. Consistent with our
recently announced plan to build
a new manufacturing facility in
Opole, Poland, the Aixam Mega
business acquisition is indicative
of our confidence in the EMEA
region to be a contributor to
Polaris’ pursuit of productivity,
innovation and growth.”
Aixam Mega designs,
manufactures and sells both
passenger and light duty
commercial quadricycles under the
Aixam and Mega brands. Founded
in 1983, the company has a history
of strong financial performance

and profitable growth, through a
distribution network of more than
400 European dealers. The Aixam
brand offers a range of diesel-
fuelled and electric passenger
quadricycles including sedan, SUV
and sport styles. The Mega brand
offers electric and diesel-fuelled
light duty commercial vehicles. 
“We’re excited about today’s
announcement and the
opportunity to work with a
leading global company like
Polaris,” said Philippe Colançon,
Aixam Mega business unit
President. “Joining Polaris
provides us with technology,
expertise and resources to make
continued investments in our
business, while accelerating
profitable growth through new
customer opportunities. We look
forward not only to what we can
learn from Polaris, but what we
can contribute to Polaris through
our expertise and experience.” 
www.polarisindustries.com

Polaris acquires Aixam Mega

Though it may appear to be a car, the Aixam City S, like all Aixam vehicles, is
a four-wheeled, enclosed quadricycle, characterised by its ability to be driven
on an AM class moped licence in the UK market

Stephan Schaller, the
new President of ACEM

http://www.acem.eu
mailto:avonmcycle@coopertire.com
http://www.avonmotorcycle.com
http://www.polarisindustries.com


RIZOMA has published the 2013
edition of its billet aluminium
accessories catalogue.

The latest edition features over 250
pages of products, which include stand-
out new products such as four
innovative mirrors including the Veloce L
(a mirror with an integrated indicator for
sportbikes), the new Proguard system,
also available in a racing version, and
model-specific product lines for eight
new motorcycle models.

Featuring a totally black look, the
introductory pages of the new book
portray the entire staff telling the
original essence of Rizoma in an ironic
way through a number of key words.

RIZOMA ITALY
Tel: +39 0331 242 020
info@rizoma.com
www.rizoma.com

RIZOMA GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)7141 6431 633
germany@rizoma.de

RIZOMA FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)149 61 30 67
france@rizoma.com

RIZOMA AUSTRIA
Tel: +43 650 3333 051
austria@rizoma.com

RIZOMA SWITZERLAND
Tel: +41 32 6770 514
switzerland@rizoma.com
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GERMAN consumer motorcycle
magazine Motorrad recently
tested 12 full face helmets
currently available, priced
between €149 €250, through a
series of test rides and
laboratory tests. Once the
testing process was completed
the magazine announced the
Nexx XR1.R as the best of the
helmets with a test score of
92/100. 
Positive comments made about
the XR1.R helmet by the
magazine’s testers include the

good fit and balance,
lightweight feel, flawless
aerodynamics, and excellent
impact absorption.

NEXXPRO
Anadia, PORTUGAL
Tel: +351 231 596 860
nexx@nexxpro.com
www.nexx-helmets.com

Nexx helmets wins
magazine test

2013 Rizoma catalogue

BRITISH Car Auctions has
reported strong demand and
high values at its latest
monthly second-hand bike sale,
suggesting a resurgence in
confidence in the sector. At the
largest bike auction held by
BCA so far this year, the sale of
more than 170 bikes generated
a turnover in excess of half a
million pounds.
The line-up of machines
available at the sale attracted
interest from over 200 buyers,
coming from all over the UK, as
well as Europe. More than 150
buyers also logged in to bid via
BCA's live online service for the
retail trade. Top sellers included
five Harley-Davidson bikes,
each of which achieved values
in excess of their estimates. An
Aprilia RSV4 also generated
considerable interest, going for

just over £9,000, and several
BMWs attracted strong
bidding.
James Rowberry of BCA
Peterborough said:
"Anecdotally motorbike trade
sources are suggesting that
there is shortage of supply of
good quality retail bikes
reaching the used sector.
Judging from the turnout for
this monthly sale and the very
strong bidding throughout the
event, dealers are keen to
restock their showrooms for the
spring and summer seasons.
"To sell over 170 machines in
under three hours for more
than £500,000 suggests the
two-wheel market is alive and
kicking and ready for the better
weather - when it arrives."

www.bca-group.com

Signs of growth in UK second-hand market
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MV Agusta is now offering an
anti-lock braking system with
RLM (anti-rear wheel lift) on its
new F4 range.  
The ABS system installed in the
MV Agusta F4 Supersport model
is centred upon the compact
and lightweight Bosch 9MPlus
control unit. The unit contains
pressure sensors that interface
with the two phonic wheels,
one per wheel. In addition to
preventing the locking of the
wheels, thanks to the control
unit’s sophisticated algorithms,
the MV Agusta ABS system is
also claimed to prevent the
relative deceleration from
causing the rear wheel to lose
contact with the tarmac, thus
impeding the motorcycle from
tipping forward. This situation,
which is not uncommon on
sports motorcycles equipped
with extremely powerful
braking systems, is prevented
by the Bosch 9MPlus control
unit, which implements the
appropriate countermeasures
whenever the rear wheel loses
contact with the tarmac.  
The ABS system on the F4 range

offers two operating modes
which can be easily selected
using the handlebar controls.
Normal mode ensures the
system’s effective intervention
at all times, above all when on
the road in Race mode the
system’s intervention is limited

to the minimum indispensable,
ideal for use on the track and
on roadways that allow for a
more extreme approach. The
system can also be disengaged
if desired by the rider. 

www.mvagusta.it

ABS debuts on new F4 range 

http://www.mvagusta.it
http://www.intermotorcycle.com/en/
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BS Battery has announced that
is has been selected by
MV Agusta as the supplier of
OEM batteries for the
company’s F3 and Brutale
models.
MV Agusta will be using the
sealed and factory-activated
BTZ10S battery type, which is
said to benefit from the BS

advanced battery technology,
providing high performance,
extreme vibration resistance,
and extended service life.

BS BATTERY
Paris, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)6 89 66 29 13  
eproia@bs-battery.com
www.bs-battery.com

BS Battery selected
by MV Agusta

WUNDERLICH’S recently published
2013/14 catalogue runs to 1,000
pages, and is filled with detailed
information, pictures and stories about
the company’s specialist accessories
for BMW motorcycles.

Within the catalogue there are
3,200 products, with many of them
completely new, including parts for the
latest water-cooled R 1200 GS LC. The
Scooter chapter is also new in the
catalogue, with parts for the BMW
scooters C 600 Sport and C 650 GT.
And for the newly revised two-
cylinders F 700 GS and F 800 GS,
Wunderlich has also developed a
range of accessories. 

However, the emphasis of
Wunderlich’s parts programme is still
the air-cooled 1200 Boxer, for which its
engineers are constantly designing
new products. The accessories for the
Supersports S 1000 RR are completely
new in the main catalogue. 

The new catalogue includes
products for every BMW model, and
deals with a mixture of ergonomics,
active and passive safety, optics and
complete conversions. 

WUNDERLICH
Sinzig, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)2642 9798 0
wunderlich@wunderlich.de
www.wunderlich.de

Wunderlich
catalogue 2013/14

mailto:eproia@bs-battery.com
http://www.bs-battery.com
mailto:wunderlich@wunderlich.de
http://www.wunderlich.de
http://www.dideu.it
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PIRELLI is stating that its new Angel GT
tyre has been certified as number one
for mileage in the sport touring
segment. The claim was established
and certified by the authoritative
independent German body Motorrad
TestCenter which conducted a test,
comparing Pirelli with Michelin Pilot
Road 3, Dunlop Sportmax
Roadsmart II, Bridgestone Battlax BT

023, Continental RoadAttack2 and
Metzeler Roadtec Z8 Interact M/O.
At the end of the test the Angel GT was
found to be the tyre with the highest
mileage compared to the competitors
in the Sport Touring segment.

Pirelli states that the new tyre offers
a 30 percent increase in mileage and
a one-metre braking distance
reduction at 75kph, in comparison

with the Angel ST, which it is replacing. 
The tread design of the Angel GT is

an evolution of the Angel ST tread in
technological terms, because it has
been designed for the primary purpose
of providing reduced and more regular
wear and improved water drainage. To
provide optimum wear, the grooves in
the tyre’s tread are directed following
the theory of Schallamach wear waves,
which describes the mechanics of a
wear crest forming on the tyre
depending on the amount and
direction of the forces exchanged
between the tyre and asphalt at each
point of the profile.

The arrangement and direction of
the grooves was also studied in order
to optimise water drainage, and they
are claimed to allow a 10 percent
reduction on the front and 16 percent
reduction on the rear of the void/fill,
which translates into a larger surface
of compound in contact with the
ground and therefore better grip and
better wear. 

To help with the increased mileage,
Pirelli has worked on the profile of the
tyre. By increasing the central radius by
about 35 percent to create a less
rounded central section the size and
the proportion of the ground contact

area has been significantly modified.
These changes are said to make the
contact area six percent shorter and
15 percent wider compared to the
Angel ST. 

To support the changes to the
profile and road contact surface of the
Angel GT tyre, a new rayon carcass has
been introduced, which has 32 percent
more linear density with 60 percent
higher rigidity compared to the Angel
ST tyre and at the same time it allows
for an agile and direct ride, and high
push and grip in turns.

In addition to the technological
specifications, the new Angel GT
motorcycle tyre range, following the
personalisation characteristics typical
of the latest top range Pirelli products,
has a dedicated area on the side of the
front and rear tyre where a special
personalised label can be applied,
created and purchased directly from the
Pirelli website www.pirellimoto.com.
The on-line tool allows the user to
personalise a label choosing from
various fonts, colours, flags, the layouts
of the most famous international
circuits and many other logos. The
label is then sent directly to the user’s
address with a special adhesive resin
designed specifically for application on
the tyres. 

www.pirellimoto.com

Pirelli launches Angel GT
sport touring tyre

CLAUDIO Domenicali, currently
General Manager and Member
of the Board of Directors at
Ducati Motor Holding, has
been named as the company’s
new CEO, following the
departure of Gabriele Del
Torchio.
Domenicali joined Ducati as a
project leader in 1991. He had
previously studied mechanical
engineering at Università degli
Studi di Bologna. After passing
through various management
positions, he was promoted to
Managing Director of Ducati
Corse in 1999. In 2005, he
took over as R&D Director, and
in 2009 was appointed

General Manager Operations
and Product Development. In
2012, he was confirmed as a
member of the newly formed
Board of Directors after the
sale of Ducati Motor Holding
to AUDI AG.
“Domenicali knows Ducati and
the motorcycle business more
than anyone. He embodies
continuity and Ducati’s values
in an exceptional manner,”
said Rupert Stadler, Chairman
of the Board of Management
of AUDI AG and Chairman of
the Board of Directors of
Ducati Motor Holding.

www.ducati.com

Claudio Domenicali
named as new
Ducati CEO

http://www.ducati.com
http://www.pirellimoto.com
http://www.pirellimoto.com
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BARNETT’S coil spring conversion kit for the ‘10-‘13 Yamaha
XTZ1200 Super Ténéré is designed to replace the OE clutch
pressure plate and diaphragm spring in order to provide a
claimed smoother and more controllable engagement. 

Each kit includes a CNC machined, hard anodized, billet
aluminium pressure plate, two sets of six heavy duty coil
springs and screws. The two different sets of springs offer three
different spring pressure options. 

The kit is a bolt-on installation with no modifications
required. 

BARNETT TOOL & ENGINEERING
Ventura, California, USA
Tel: 805 642 9435
info@barnettclutches.com
www.barnettclutches.com

Super Ténéré clutch coil
spring conversion 

MOTOREX states that its new
Quick Cleaner is a highly
efficient, easy-to-use cleaning
agent that can be used without
water. 
To clean a bike using Motorex’s
Quick Cleaner, the user simply
sprays the cold bike, leaves the
cleaner to work, and then
polishes after a few minutes
with a soft cloth.
Motorex claims that its Quick
Cleaner makes water roll off
all kinds of surfaces, cleans
them and gives them a shine.
The cleaner may be used to

treat plastics, glass, paint and metals as well as
windshields and helmet visors, and helps remove
insects, dust and other dirt.
Quick Cleaner comes in a new 360 degree spray
flask with the new Motorex pump system. The new
continuously adjustable atomizer ensures an even
finer distribution of the cleaner. Thanks to a weight
at the end of the suction tube, the spray flask works
in any position – even upside down.
Quick Cleaner is available in 0.5 litre spray flasks. 

MOTOREX
Langenthal, SWITZERLAND
Tel: +41 (0)62 91975 75  
info@motorex.com
www.motorex.com

Motorex Quick Cleaner

ÖHLINS originally built its TTX44 shock for championship
riders, but has also made it available to private riders
through the Öhlins distributor network. 

Now the MK II version has been upgraded with the latest
findings from the company’s technicians at MX GP and WEC.

This latest version of the MK II TTX44 is improved by a
new piston and piston band. A new seal head with a new
piston rod is also a feature of the new shock. 

Last year’s change of layout of the adjusters and flow in
the cylinder head has proven very successful, and by

working even more on the bleed valve design and check
valve layout, Öhlins claims the tyre feel and performance
has further improved.

The TTX44 MKII, which is available for all major MX and
Enduro models, can also be upgraded with a dual spring kit.

ÖHLINS RACING
Upplands Vaesby, SWEDEN
Tel: +46 (0)859 002 500
info@ohlins.se
www.ohlins.com

Öhlins TTX44
MKII shock
absorber
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SPIEGLER brake
discs are
designed as
direct,
lightweight
replacements
for the stock
units with weights
starting at 1,400g.
The low weight is
achieved through the use of a CNC
machined billet aluminium inner ring, which
is combined with an outer of a high
performance metal said to offer direct
response, optimum pad cleaning and heat
dissipation.
The discs are available for front and rear
brake use. 

ABM FAHRZEUGTECHNIK
Breisach, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)7667 9446 0
info@ab-m.de
www.ab-m.de

Spiegler brake
discs

GILLES Tooling’s Variobar handlebars are a modular
handlebar system that allows both height and angle
adjustment via a patented ‘quickeasy-system’. The
angle can be adjusted in four-degree increments and
there are precision position marks to set the angle. 

The lightweight bars are CNC machined from
aircraft grade aluminium and feature changeable bar
extensions. Sold with TÜV certification, the Variobars

are available in black, gold or silver anodised finishes. 

GILLES TOOLING
Wecker, LUXEMBOURG
Tel: +352 (0)267 893 1
info@gillestooling.com
www.gillestooling.com

Gilles Variobar
handlebars

POWERBRONZE is now making accessories
to fit the 2013 Kawasaki Z800. 
At the front of the bike, the Powerbronze
headlight protector is manufactured from
thermoformed acrylic and tailored to suit
the Z800. Supplied with 3M Dual Lock
fixings, which allow easy removal for
cleaning, the cover protects the headlamp
and is available in a full range of colours,
including iridium (note that only clear, light
tint and yellow are road legal). 
The Light screen from Powerbronze fits
directly onto the front of the bike using the
existing fittings, and is available in
Powerbronze’s range of screen colours,
including iridium.
Powerbronze’s rear hugger for the Z800 is
made from a high-impact ABS plastic for a

smooth finish, pre-drilled and supplied with
all necessary fixings, and has TÜV-approval.
It fits using steel sleeved rubber mounting
points to dampen vibration and avoid
cracking and available to order in gloss
black or carbon-look with either gold or
silver coloured mesh vents. 
The carbon fibre chain guard is a
lightweight, strong and direct replacement
for the original plastic chain guard. It is
compatible with the Powerbronze mesh
vented rear hugger for the Z800.

POWERBRONZE
Littlehampton, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1903 783222
sales@powerbronze.co.uk
www.powerbronze.co.uk

Powerbronze parts for Z800

Light screen

Headlight protectors

Carbon fibre chain guard
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CNC Racing has introduced an extensive range
of parts and accessories for the
MV Agusta F3. 
The company manufactures components in
aluminium and carbon fibre, and the range
goes from fully adjustable footpegs to
steering stems machined from solid billet, to
the license plate brackets, all the way to
frame plugs and tank caps. 
The parts made out of carbon fibre are the
exhaust heat guard (to avoid inadvertent
passenger burns), the chain guard, the front

and rear mudguard, the cover of the
original instrument panel, the air box
covers and the exhaust grilles. 
The full list of components runs to 41
parts available in a variety of colours.
All CNC Racing parts are made in Italy.

CNC RACING
Arezzo, Italy
Tel: +39 0575 342010
cncracing@sefo.it 
www.cncracing.it

CNC Racing equips F3
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ANDREANI has developed its latest suspension fork
cartridge by bringing its years of experience in
MotoGP and WSBK together with the Ten Kate race
team to create model-specific kits for sportsbikes. 

The cartridges feature a 25mm diameter piston,
and can be adjusted in 5mm increments for fork
length via a knob on the top cap. The cartridge is said
to improve feeling through corners and offer better

control in all conditions. 
The use of pressurisation, together with careful

piston profiling inside the cartridge, is said to reduce
the risk of oil emulsion and cavitation and increases
the sensitivity of the compression and rebound
adjustment with 30 different positions available.

ANDREANI GROUP INTERNATIONAL
Pesaro (PU), ITALY
Tel: +39 0721 209020
info@andreanigroup.com
www.andreanigroup.com

Andreani
cartridge kit

FREE Spirits built its Triumph Bonneville T12.2 in
order to showcase its product line of café racer
parts at the 2012 Tridays event. 

The most significant change to the bike is the
conversion from chain final drive to a belt drive. The
change has also allowed the company to fit the bike
with a 17in wheel, which carries a Metzeler 160/60
Sportec M3 tyre. A further change to the rear of the
bike is the fitting of Bitubo absorbers mounted on
Free Spirits’ own riser blocks, to raise the rear end
and steepen the steering head angle. 

At the front of the bike, a pair of reworked Speed
Triple forks have been mounted in Free Spirits’ triple
trees that replicate the original Bonneville
geometry. Braking is upgraded by the use of a
Newfren 320mm disc and Brembo radial callipers
and reservoir. 

On the engine side, Free Spirits have fitted a light

steel 180-degree air intake fitted with conical air
filters, and this is matched by a 2-into-2 exhaust in
stainless steel, which features 45mm head pipes. To
gain the maximum benefit from these changes an
ECM Tfi has been installed. Completing the engine
changes are a set of Free Spirits’ engine guards. 

The final Free Spirits part fitted to the Bonneville
are the CNC machined footrests, which move the
pegs 100mm back and 55mm up. 

The black, white and red graphic livery on the
bike’s bodywork mixes the symbols of Venice, the
S. Marco’s Lion and the English flag, the Union Jack,
to demonstrate the mix of  English tradition and
Free Spirits art.

FREE SPIRITS
Carrè (VI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0445 390437
info@freespirits.it
www.freespirits.it

Free Spirits’ Triumph T12.2

 

SINCE 1997
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GERMAN BMW aftermarket parts specialist
Hornig has added National Cycle’s U.S. made
Ztechnik VStream windshields to its product
line. The company offers dealers in Germany
access to Ztechnik VStream screens to fit
R 1200 GS, R 1200 R, F 800 R, K 1600 GT and
K 1600 GTL models.
National Cycle, which is an OEM
manufacturer for BMW Motorrad, constructs
the screens from FMR hard-coated Lexan
polycarbonate, and they are claimed to be
20 times more impact resistant than the
more common acrylic, and over 23 times
more crack-resistant.

The VStream shape used on the windshields
features a wider profile at the top of the
windscreen and a curvature that is designed
to push turbulent, noisy airflow to the side
and away from the rider’s helmet.

NATIONAL CYCLE, USA
Tel: +1 708 343 0400
info@ztechnik.com
www.ztechnik.com

MOTORRADZUBEHÖR HORNIG, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0) 9971 996610
info@mhornig.com
www.mhornig.com

PRODUCT NEWS 

VStream
windshields
for BMW METZELER has introduced the Karoo 3 tyre as a

replacement for its existing MCE Karoo and MCE
Karoo T models.

Designed for modern, large and medium
displacement enduro bikes which have to travel both
on asphalt and off road, the new Karoo 3 is a
versatile tyre said to be capable of guaranteeing high
mileage, excellent grip off road, top of the line
stability and excellent handling. 

The compounds in the new Karoo 3 use high

dispersibility components capable of obtaining a
more uniform mix, which is claimed to provide
mechanical resistance to lacerations and improve
mileage while maintaining high dampening
capability.

The trapezoid shaped knobs of the tread pattern
have an innovative geometry which ensures
progressive off-road traction at various lean angles.
The ‘V’ shape of the pattern provided by the knob
arrangement distributes the lines of strength
transmitted to the ground to the advantage of more
regular wear on asphalt. The centre knobs, being
larger in size, reduce their mobility to favour greater
stability even at high speeds. The spacing varies from
the centre to the shoulder; at the centre the knobs
are spaced further apart for better penetration in soft
terrain, offering better traction, while on the shoulder
the knobs are closer together in order to guarantee
more rubber on the road and hence more grip when
leaning into a turn on asphalt.

METZELER REIFEN
Munich, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)89 14908 0
www.metzelermoto.de

Metzeler Karoo 3
enduro tyres

THE Ducati Panigale 1199 quickly became a
favourite with Europe's best parts and
accessory manufacturers, and leading Italian
specialist Evotech has unveiled a number of
parts designs with the quality, style and
finish to appeal to the discerning Ducatista
looking to enhance the factory look.
Products include a license plate holder kit
with a special black satinised, lazer-marked
bracket and lightweight high-strength Ergal
bolts; a Panigale-friendly design of
aluminium ‘Rapid’ fuel cap, available in six
colours with matching or contrasting colour
Ergal bolts; aluminium ‘Final Storm’ bar
ends and an oil filler cap in choice of six
colours; 'Gems of the wind' special tags to
cover the mirror holes; and a choice of

different engine or fairing bolt kits in five
different colours.
Based near Verona in northern Italy, Evotech
use high-tech manufacturing and advanced
prototyping to respond quickly to new
product design opportunities, with new
designs for most popular current and new
sports and Superbike models including
Benelli, Honda Integra and NC 700 x, the
KTM 690 Duke, and MV Agusta's Brutale
675 and F3.

EVOTECH
Villa Agnedo (TN), ITALY
Tel: +39 0461 780 184
info@evotech-rc.it
www.evotech-rc.it

Evotech adds Panigale
product designs
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PRODUCT NEWS 

TOURATECH now has an extensive range of
accessories available to fit both the KTM 1190
Adventure and 1190 Adventure R, ranging from
adapters for GPS devices to the ZEGA Pro pannier
system. 

Examples of the parts available include a
headlight protector with quick release fasteners
(available in black or orange), a chain guard and an
engine guard, designed to not only prevent
expensive damage to the bike, but to also accentuate
its appearance.

For a more comfortable ride over long distances,
Touratech offers seats in various different heights
and types, ‘Works’ long-distance footpegs, and a
handlebar riser to give a more relaxed seating
position. 

Touratech also offers an extensive range of
luggage solutions. These range from pillion, tail and
tank bags to a luggage rack and top case rack, or a
complete pannier system with a choice of 31/38 or
38/45-litre versions – soon also with brand new
ZEGA Pro2 aluminium panniers. 

TOURATECH
Niedereschach, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)7728 9279-0
info@touratech.de
www.touratech.com

Accessories for 1190 Adventure/R

GIANNELLI is now offering two new exhaust
options for 50cc, two-stroke scooters, which are
both street legal. The new designs are the Extra V2
and Shot V4.  

The Extra V2 is described by the company as an
evolution of its previous Extra model. The

aluminium expansion chamber is hand-made with
a counter-drilled internal design to offer improved
performance while still meeting EU standards. The
silencer is made from a combination of aluminium
and titanium with a laser-etched logo. A carbon
silencer is available as an option.

Developed from the Shot V3, the Giannelli Shot
V4 has an innovative locking system and double
riveted straps, which are said to considerably
lowering vibration, lengthening the life of the
exhaust. Offered with full EU approval, thanks to the
Acoustapack baffling in the silencer, the V4 can be
ordered with a choice of carbon, aluminium or black
anodised aluminium or aluminium/titanium silencer.

ARROW SPECIAL PARTS
San Giustino (PG), ITALY
Tel: +39 0758 61811
info@arrow.it
www.arrow.it

New Giannelli scooter exhausts

Extra V2 Shot V4
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NEW from Barracuda in Italy are these
billet aluminium mirrors called E-Version
and Z-Version.
They can be multi-positioned, are made
from anodised aluminium and available in
black or silver. The E-Version mirror is not
E-marked, but the Z-Version is, but both
mirrors are offered with Barracuda's new

design concept YOU DESIGN, which means
the customer can create his or her own
style by chosing an aluminium insert in
different colours either in black, silver,
gold, red, white or carbon look, sold
separately. 
Both mirrors are universal and sold in pairs.

BARRACUDA
Florence, ITALY
Tel. +39 055 412 746
info@barracudamoto.it
www.barracudamoto.it

Universal
mirrors from
Barracuda

Z-version E-version
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SHAD has launched a range of new products
which includes the new GPS and smart
phone bracket, new models of Shad Style
comfort seats and new bag models.
The new Shad bracket for GPS or smart
phone offers two options, for handlebar or
for rear-view mirror mounting. The brackets
offer protection for the GPS or smart phone,
and include a safety strap and waterproof
zippers, as well as a transparent film for
touchscreens. It is available in different
sizes to suit different appliances. 
One of the new Shad Style comfort seats
has been designed for use on the Suzuki
GSR750. The seat includes the new ‘3D
Bielastic Foam’ technology that is said to

offer more elasticity and
resistance, absorb vibrations and
dampen the rebound, does not
deform over time, neither is it
sensitive to temperature changes. The
seams are waterproof and sealed to prevent
water from flooding the seat. 
The new soft luggage options from Shad
include the SB35 and SB44. 
The SB44 side bags are waterproof, have a
sporty look and are extendable. Another
expandable bag option is the SB35 Big tank
bag, which goes from 10 to 40 litres, and
includes a universal tank base. 

NAD SL GROUP/SHAD
Barcelona, SPAIN
Tel: +34 935 795866
www.shad.es

PRODUCT NEWS 

New products from Shad

The SB35 Big tank bag
expands from 10 to 40 litres

The SB44 side bags
are waterproof
and extendable

The new Shad
bracket for GPS
or smart phone
offers two
mounting options
for either
handlebar or
rear-view mirror
mounting

POLINI’S Evolution CDI has been developed
exclusively for competitive track use. It has been
designed to use as little battery power as possible,
as low as 0.7Ah. A 4.5Ah battery for a 50cc scooter
grants a no-stop use of approximately six hours. 

Energy loss generated by the stator/flywheel has
been eliminated, and even if it does not increase the
engine’s power, the end result is said to be an
increase in the power transmitted to the wheel giving
more acceleration and speed. 

Each CDI contains a connection cable for custom
advance mapping, and the programme can be
downloaded from the CD included in the package. 

The Evolution CDI is available in three different
applications: 50cc Piaggio scooter engines, 50cc

Minarelli scooter engines, and a universal CDI kit. The
ignitions for Piaggio and Minarelli engines come
with a pick-up support and signal. The universal CDI
does not include a pick-up support and signal, but it
can be used on any engine that has a flywheel with
a pick-up. 

The new 19mm diameter Polini CP Evolution
carburettor has been created for racing use and
achieves best performance between 12,000 and
15,000rpm. 

The new carb is matched to a CNC machined,
28mm diameter manifold to better flow the fuel/air
mix, and the carb also features a flange to adapt it
to the new Polini Evolution filter with an upgraded
diameter. 

The overflow of petrol in the carb’s atomiser has
been designed to ensure correct flow dynamic at
every throttle position. The float level, completely
made of plastic, and the needle seal are carefully
controlled in the production department to ensure
constant efficiency over time. 

Completing the Evolution range of scooter tuning
products from Polini is the Big Evolution limited
edition exhaust muffler. It has been developed to
achieve maximum performance of the Piaggio
engines equipped with 47.6mm Big Evolution
cylinders, providing a displacement of 70cc. 

Built exclusively for competition use, the new

exhaust features a turned pipe formed like the Polini
cylinder exhaust to achieve a venturi effect,
improving the quantity of gas scavenging. The
expansion box is hand-made from 17 cones, and the
silencer, made of black anodised aluminium has a
larger outside diameter to improve performance. The
end cap is detachable to change the sound
deadening material. 

POLINI MOTORI
Alzano Lombardo (BG), ITALY
Tel: +39 035 2275 111
news@polini.com
www.polini.com

New Evolution tuning
options from Polini
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Shad is now offering a version
of its Style comfort seat for
the Suzuki GSR750

Polini CP Evolution carburettor

Big Evolution limited
edition exhaust muffler

Evolution CDI

http://www.shad.es
mailto:news@polini.com
http://www.polini.com
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ERMAX has released a
range of parts for not only
the current Yamaha 530 T-
Max, but also the older
model (2008-’11) 500 T-
Max. 
For the 530 T-Max

Ermax has four
replacement windscreen
options available. The
Sport windshield is 45cm
high and offered in a
choice of 7 colours and 16 screen
printed designs. The Hyper Sport
windshield is 35cm high and has V cut-outs. Four
colour options are available with 16 screen printed
designs. The same colour print options are offered on
the 65cm tall High Protection windshield. 
Ermax also has an undertray available in a choice

of rough (black) or painted finishes, made from
thermoform ABS, and supplied complete with a
SUP09 plate support in black anodised aluminium,
and a SDC02 retro-reflector support in black

anodised aluminium. An
approved optional retro-
reflector is also available. 
Also made f rom

thermoformed ABS, the rear
hugger  inc ludes a

chainguard and is sold in
a choice of rough
(black) or painted. 
For the earlier 500

T-Max, Ermax has a
version of the undertray,

which has the same
specification as the undertray
for the later model and a
white taillight. 

ERMAX
Roquefort la

Bedoule, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)4 42 73 67 91/92
contact@ermax-design.com
www.ermax-design.com

Ermax products for T-Max scooters

FURORE is a new exhaust line being
launched by GPR. The company states it will
have exhaust options for more than 300
motorcycle models under the Furore label.
A key feature of the new Furore exhaust
silencers is the end cap made from cast
Avional aluminium. GPR says that with the
exhaust it has introduced a new and
innovative production system for exhaust
manufacturing, which allows it to make a
lightweight and powerful silencer with a
dual removable db killer system that passes
the new restrictive European directives, but
allows easy transformation to a racing
option.

GPR 
Cerro al Lambro (MI), ITALY
Tel: +39 02 98112058
info@gpr.it
www.gpr.it

Furore exhaust from GPR
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AMONG the latest parts and accessories to be
stocked by Parts Europe are NTK lambda sensors
from NGK. The NTK lambda sensors meet all
statutory requirements for emission control and
provide efficient cleaning of exhaust gas. The
improved properties of the ceramic ensure quick
measurement and a shorter reaction time to optimise
the mixture of air and fuel. Different sensor types are
available depending on the applications.

The Scar fork air pump, now available through
Parts Europe, is a convenient way of adjusting the air
pressure in a bike’s forks. The pump from Scar has a

long-stroke barrel to assure efficient pumping, and
the micro-adjustment button provides accurate fine
tuning of the air pressure in the forks. The pump is
made from aluminium and includes a folding hose
for easy connection. 

The anodised aluminium handlebars from TRW
are offered with street-legal ABE-approval.
Manufactured from high-strength T5/7003 alloy, the
‘bars have 5mm wall thickness and 22mm or 28mm
diameter. The TRW handlebars are available for street
and off-road applications in a choice of blue, red,
silver, black, gold and titanium. Bar ends are sold
separately and also available in matching colours.

The new patented Twin Air oil cooler is claimed to
lower operating temperatures by up to 17 degrees.
The heat exchange and flow rate control are
achieved by the simultaneous circulation of the oil
through a plurality of tubes. Different to previous
Zigzag fins, the Twin Air cooling solution with several
cooling tubes provides an improvement. The cooler
is installed at the base of the radiator, where the
ambient and water temperature is lowest. The Twin
Air kit contains heat regulator, mounting hardware
adapted to each bike model, oil filter cover, hoses,
clamps and instructions. 

PARTS EUROPE
Wasserliesch, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6501 96550
sales@partseurope.eu
www.partseurope.eu

New products from Parts Europe

The Twin Air oil cooler is
said to lower operating
temperatures by up to
17 degrees

TRW handlebars are available for road and off-
road use in a range of anodised colours

The Scar shock pump features an aluminium body

The NTK lambda sensors from NGK have different
sensor types depending on the application

BMW’S C 600 Sport and C 650 GT scooters
can now be accessorised with new parts
from Givi. 
Included in the new range of parts is a
three-piece screen, which is made up of a
tilt-adjustable main screen and a pair of
fixed hand-protectors. The central section
offers 12cm (D5105ST for C 600 Sport) and
13cm (D5106ST for C 650 GT) more height,
compared to the stock screen. 

For the C 600 Sport model, Givi has created
three racks for top cases: one for the
Monolock top cases and two for the
Monokey, one of which is in anodised
aluminium and doubles up as a simple
luggage rack. Also for the Sport model, Givi
offers specific pannier
holders for the
semi-rigid Easylock
saddlebags or for a
pair of soft bags.
The Givi fitting kits for
the C 650 GT model
comprise a specifically
designed anodised
aluminium rear plate, to
fit the top cases of the
Monokey range, in
conjunction a pannier

holder, accommodating the rigid panniers of
the Monokey range.
If extra storage space is needed, both
scooters can be equipped with a tunnel bag.

GIVI SRL
Flero (BS), ITALY
Tel: +39 030 358 1253
info@givi.it
www.givi.it

GIVI accessories for BMW scooters

BMW C600 Sport

BMW C650 GT

mailto:sales@partseurope.eu
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http://www.givi.it
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Helmet Lok

MOTOLUX is now carrying the Helmet Lok,
which is an Australian innovation that
allows a rider to lock their helmet to any
model of bike. 
The carabiner shaped lock uses a four-digit
combination for security, and with the
addition of the optional cable extension it
can be used to secure a jacket. The lock
itself supports an opening of 37mm (1.5in).

MOTOLUX SPECIALTIES
Barneveld, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)342 490 208
info@motolux.com
www.helmetlok.com

R&G Racing has introduced a line of carbon fibre tail
sliders, which are designed to protect the seat unit
of a bike from light drops and wear from boot scuffs
and luggage use. 
Similar in concept to the firm’s tank sliders,

released late 2011, the tail sliders are constructed
from a combination of carbon fibre and Kevlar. The
sliders are moulded for a close fit to the intended seat
unit at the point which protrudes and is most likely
to make contact with the ground.
The sliders are supplied with a tube of silicone to

attach them to the tail plastics. Provided the silicone
is used, the guards can be removed without
damaging paint and refitted or replaced, if need be.
Tail sliders are currently available to fit the

following: Aprilia RSV-4 (‘09-‘13), BMW S1000RR
(‘12-‘13), Ducati 848, 1098 and 1198 (all years),
Ducati Panigale (‘12-‘13), Honda CBR1000RR
Fireblade (‘08-‘11 and ‘12-’13), Kawasaki ZX-10
(‘11-‘13), Kawasaki ZX-6R (‘09-‘12), Kawasaki ZX-
6R 636 ( ‘13) ,
Triumph Daytona
675 (‘06-’12 and
’13), Triumph Street
Triple, Street Triple R
(‘07-’12 and ’13),
and Yamaha YZF-
R125.

R&G RACING
Alton, Hants, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1420 89007
info@rg-racing.com
www.rg-racing.com

R&G carbon tail sliders

SW-Motech has developed a range of new
accessories for the latest generation of BMW R1200
GS. Following the launch of the liquid-cooled model,
SW-Motech now has its Quick-Lock Evo side carriers
available to fit it. Constructed from black powder-
coated steel, the carriers are easily removed and fit a
variety of different case system, though adapters may
be needed. 
A second Quick-Lock piece from SW-Motech is its

GPS mount, which is removable and offers vibration
damping. Finished in black powdercoat, the top
section pivots for an optimal viewing angle, and
optional ‘Navi’ bags are available.
The SW-Motech crash bar for the 2013 R 1200 GS

LC, is offered in a choice of black or silver powdercoat
and features a heavy duty frame connection. The bar
is made from 27mm tubing and allows the engine’s
valve covers to be removed while it is still in position. 
Further impact protection is offered by the engine

guard, which is CNC bent from 4mm aluminium.
Colour options are brushed aluminium or black
powdercoat. 

SW-MOTECH
Rauschenberg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6425 816800
info@sw-motech.com
www.sw-motech.com

Accessories
for latest GS
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MAXI scooter exhaust options from
LeoVince include the GranTurismo which is a
sports exhaust specifically developed for
use on many models. The silencer, which is
EC type-approved, is made from stainless
steel and features a conical body, which is
sandblasted to give it a distinctive finish. A
graphite bush makes the connection with
the collector more flexible and reliable, to
provide the GranTurismo with fatigue
resistance. 
At the other end of the scooter scale, the
top of the range exhaust from LeoVince for
50cc models is the ZX-R. It is described by
the company as ‘guaranteeing high-
performance for the bike thanks to the
perfect combination between selected
materials, new racing design and an
innovative expansion chamber’. The silencer
has a large-size carbon fibre wrapped
stainless steel body with an enlarged exit
pipe. The expansion chamber body is made
of special 10 mm steel, and features an
open double-chamber structure covered
with sound deadening material. Its cones
(up to a maximum of nine, dependent on
the application) are TIG hand-welded. The
ZX-R expansion chamber is CE marked. 

The ZX-R kit also contains a set of springs
and rollers to boost the variator
performance according to the particular
features of the exhaust and engine for
which it has been developed. 

SITO/LEOVINCE
Monticello d’Alba (CN), ITALY
Tel: +39 0173 465 111  
info@leovince.com
www.leovince.com

GERMAN carbon fibre specialist Ilmberger has
worked with LSL to create a tuning and
performance package for Triumph’s Speed Triple. To
provide a complete package Ilmberger also
sourced parts from Sicom and GPR. 

Stock parts changed for carbon fibre pieces by
Ilmberger include the fenders, frame covers and
belly pan. Other Ilmberger parts that have been
fitted are the number plate holder and chain guard. 

All of the carbon parts used on the Speed Triple
have been manufactured from prepregs in an
autoclaving. This method is said to yield extreme

s t r e n g t h  a t  a n
e x t r e m e l y  l o w
w e i g h t . Th e
strength of the
material even allows
I l m b e r g e r  t o
protect all the
exposed engine
c o v e r s  w i t h
carbon shells,
and a clear plastic
coating makes for

t h e

highest scratch and UV resistance
and can easily be painted.

The handlebars, grips, clutch and brake
levers, crash pads,  adjustable rearsets, and many
metal parts on the Speed Triple are by LSL and have
been machined and then anodized. 

Sicom brakes with radial Brembo monobloc
calipers are used with DMC composite discs, which
combine the benefits of carbon and ceramic brake
discs. 

Completing the changes to the Speed Triple is a
GPR High-Up Powercone exhaust system.

JULIUS ILMBERGER 
Oberhaching, GERMANY
Tel: +49(0)8961 33893 
info@ilmberger-carbon.com
www.ilmberger-carbon.com

PRODUCT NEWS 

Scooter exhaust options from LeoVince
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Triumph Speed Triple by
Ilmberger and LSL

mailto:info@leovince.com
http://www.leovince.com
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http://www.ilmberger-carbon.com
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‘Movement’ by Airoh

ONE of the latest helmets in the
Airoh 2013 helmet collection is
Movement, a racing style full
face helmet made from the
most advanced plastic polymers,
enhanced by a series of high
level features.
These include a highly
transpiring, removable,
washable, hypo-allergenic liner
and cheek pads treated with the
Sanitized process. Its
anatomically styled interior
makes it very comfortable to
wear, according to Airoh.
Internal ventilation is
guaranteed by upper air vents, a
chin guard air intake and rear
extractors, as well as an
aerodynamic rear spoiler. An
innovative wind stop device
prevents wind penetration,
ensuring a silent ride.
The helmet features a wide-
view anti-scratch shield and a
functional externally operated
sliding sun visor, and it is ready

for fitting the FS Pinlock 100%
anti-fog lens, which is included
in the box.
The new Movement retention
system is characterised by a
chinstrap with a quick release
mechanism and micrometric
regulation.
Available in sizes XS to XL and
in numerous original colours
and many graphics, catering for
both male and female tastes, all
with a UV treatment finish.

LOCATELLI S.p.A
Almenno S. Bartolomeo (BG),
ITALY
Tel. +39 035 553101
info@airoh.com
www.airoh.com

RUKKA has expanded its range of
lightweight gloves with the
introduction of the new ‘Him’ glove
and overcome the problems of
designing a motorcycle glove for use in
warm weather by making the Him
from abrasion resistant leather for

passive safety, as well as elastic
polyamide for fit and breathability.
Integrated protectors for the knuckles
and scaphoid bone further increase
protection, while PVC studs increase
grip on the palms and fingertips. Velcro
strips on the cuffs help keep the gloves
securely in place. In addition, reflective
piping increases visibility in the dark.
Available in black or in a colour

combination of black and sand, the
gloves are available in numerous
sizes.

L-FASHION GROUP
Lahti, FINLAND
Tel: +358 (0)3 822 1206
info@rukka.com
www.rukka.com

Rukka ‘Him’
summer gloves 

MOOSE Racing’s PEET multi-dryer has
been designed for safely and quickly
drying wet boots, gloves and helmets. 
The PEET dryer uses conventional

air technology that circulates air to the
rider’s wet kit, and eliminates odour
caused by perspiration and bacteria. It

is also said to remove mould and
mildew that deteriorates linings. Two
dry ports for gloves, one dry port for
helmets and four footwear dry ports
are included. Does not get hot or blow
hot air.
PARTS EUROPE
Wasserliesch, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6501 96550
sales@Partseurope.eu
www.partseurope.eu

Moose Racing boot,
helmet and glove dryer

mailto:info@airoh.com
http://www.airoh.com
mailto:info@rukka.com
http://www.rukka.com
mailto:sales@Partseurope.eu
http://www.partseurope.eu


THE Stellar leather jacket is a sport-
orientated, stylish jacket in a durable
design.

Protective properties include a
Monaco Performance cowhide outer
shell and integrated hard parts and CE-
approved armour inserts at elbows
and shoulders. The jacket comes
prepared for a Seesoft CE level 2 back
protector.

It comes with a removable thermal
body warmer, which can easily be
zipped out when not needed, and in
three different colours, black/red,
black/white and black/acid green.

The Stellar gloves have features that
are normally only included in top of the
range racing gloves, including cowhide
upper construction for durability and a
goatskin palm for comfort and control.
They also have a newly developed cuff
closure system for a precise fit around
the wrist and are available in the same
three colours as the jacket.

REV'IT! SPORT
INTERNATIONAL
Oss, NETHERLANDS
Tel. +31 (0)412 696740
info@revit.eu
www.revit.eu
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THE Italian made Spine EVC
from Zandona uses a high-tech
deformable structure composed
splinter-proof plastic materials
and of EVC (Evoluted
Viscoelastic Cells) in its

construction. This is said to offer
protection for the wearer’s back
in the event of a collision, while
offering good lumbar support. 
The plates in the protector are
joined by a drop wire system,
which Zandona says guarantees
impact distribution throughout
the whole protection surface.
Additionally, the Spine EVC
has an ‘Anti-Torsion System’
which limits rearward
twisting.
The Spine EVC reaches Lev.2
performance according to the
EN1621-2/03 normative, while
offering the best comfort, and is
CE approved to EN-1621-2/03
– Lev2. 
It is available in black or white
and sizes: height x6, x7, x8 and
x9, and waist sizes XS - XL.

ZANDONA
Caerano di San Marco (TV),
ITALY
Tel: +39 0423 569135
info@zandona.net
www.zandona.net

Zandona Spine EVC
back protector

CARLOS Checa used the Aragon round
of World Superbikes to debut new
graphics on his X-lite X-802R helmet.

The basic design, with which Carlos
has been identified since 2010, is
described as a metaphor for his life,
every single detail of the graphics
telling a story.

Decorative elements have been
added to the new 2013 version,
including icons representing different
continents and entry visa stamps that
the rider has collected throughout his
20-year career. On top, the ‘Compass
Rose’ has been enhanced with the
words ‘Checa World’ in red lettering,
further accentuating the helmet’s
underlying theme.

NOLAN GROUP
Brembate di Sopra (BG), ITALY
Tel: +39 035 602111
info@nolan.it
www.nolan.it

New graphics for
Checa’s X-lite
X-802R

Stellar jacket and gloves

The Stellar leather
jacket features a
removable thermal
body warmer

Stellar gloves have a newly developed cuff closure system

mailto:info@revit.eu
http://www.revit.eu
mailto:info@zandona.net
http://www.zandona.net
mailto:info@nolan.it
http://www.nolan.it
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ICONIC British clothing
company Barbour has
announced the launch of
the Barbour International
Authentic Motorcycle
range, which will be
making use of CE-
approved armour by
Forcefield Body Armour.
The new range is made up
of the wax cotton Black
Shadow International
jacket and trousers.

The wax cotton
International jacket
originally introduced
more than 75 years ago has now been
redesigned to accommodate
Forcefield’s CE-approved armour at
the elbows and shoulders, and a
Forcefield Level 2 back protector is
standard, too.

Barbour has also developed wax
cotton over-trousers that zip together
with the Black Shadow International
jacket. The trousers also feature
Forcefield’s CE-approved armour in
the knee and hip areas, as well as a
waterproof lining.

Steve Buck, Managing Director of
Barbour, said: “In recent years,
traditional and classic motorcycles

have become
increasingly popular.
Many of our customers
told us that they prefer to
wear t radi t ional
motorcycle clothing
when out on their bikes,
but that it needed to
inc lude protect ive
armour. We have listened
to our customers and
created the Barbour
International Authentic
Motorcycle range that
not only looks the part,
but  a lso of fers

significantly enhanced levels of
protection for the rider through the use
of Forcefield CE-approved armour. The
jacket and trousers are almost
identical in design to those originally
worn by riders from the 1940s through
to the 70s, so our motorcycling
heritage has been incorporated into
these garments for a truly authentic
look.”

DAVIES ODELL/FORCEFIELD
Rushden, Northants, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1933 410 818
info@forcefieldperformance.com
www.forcefieldbodyarmour.com

Forcefield works with Barbour

mailto:info@forcefieldperformance.com
http://www.forcefieldbodyarmour.com
http://www.stylmartin.com
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ALPINESTARS is offering clothing for
touring and casual riders alongside its
range of race clothing. Among the less
race-orientated range of jackets is the
Solaris textile jacket, which is
described by the company as being
designed for sport riding.

The all-weather jacket features an
advanced poly-nylon textile main
shell, which is abrasion and tear
resistant and reinforced with PU for
addi t ional  aqua-repel lent
performance. The pre-curved sleeves
with accordion flex inserts on the
elbows offer improved comfort and a
performance fit.

Inside the jacket there is removable
CE-certified Bio-Armor at the elbows
and shoulders, a  back
compartment supplied with
replaceable poly- foam
padding (a CE-certified Bio-
Armor back protector
insert is available as an
accessory), and the chest
compartments come
with replaceable poly-
foam padding
(Alpinestars Bionic
chest pads available
as accessory
upgrade) . Also
inside the jacket is a
removable, long

sleeve, 80g thermal
liner with inner
Velcro closing wallet
pockets. To provide
comfort in warm riding conditions
there are zippered shoulder air intakes,
while the waist and cuffs can be
adjusted by Velcro closures.  

It is available in sizes S-4XL.
The Outcast Tech Denim by

Alpinestars are jeans designed for
daily use, while having a Kevlar lining
for safety. The straight leg jeans use
12oz denim with Kevlar reinforcement

panels in the seat, hip and knee areas.
Internal knee compartment allows for
fitment of knee protectors as accessory
upgrade, and there are removable
5mm hip protectors with Velcro
attachments for safe, secure fitment. 

The pre-shaped leg construction is
anatomically engineered for optimised
fit in riding position and stretch inserts
on the front pockets are there for ease
of entry.

The Esprit is a casual riding glove
from Alpinestars that features

Spandex and suede
construction with an Airprene
cuff for optimum ventilation
in warm weather. The
suede is used for the
reinforced landing zone,
palm and thumb panels
for grip and durability.
The palm also
incorporates visco-
polymer gel padding
reinforcement to
reduce vibration.

ALPINESTARS
Asolo, ITALY
Tel: +39 0423 5286
www.alpinestars.com

Sinsalo Tie textile suit

New options from
Alpinestars

THE two-piece textile Tie suit
from Sinisalo has been created
for use by long distance 
touring riders. 
The name of the suit is Finnish
for road and was designed for
road riders who cover high
mileage. Made of tear and
abrasion resistant polyester
fabric, the outer shell of the
jacket and pants has reinforced
elbows and knees. Inside the
shell there is a membrane Z-
liner with taped seams that is
waterproof but breathable, with
a mesh lining as the innermost
layer. If needed, a quilted,
removable 60g thermal lining
adds warmth, while zippered
ventilations on the chest and
thighs allow for cooling on
warm days. Jacket and pants
can be connected by a long
zipper. 
Width adjusters on the waist,
upper arms and cuffs allow the

fit to be adjusted, and a total of
six pockets offer storage space. 
In the event of a fall, the
shoulders, elbows and knees are
protected by CE-certified
protectors, while protector
pockets on the back and hips
allow for further upgrades. 
The Tie jacket and pants are
available in the sizes 46 - 62.
Tailored for the female
anatomy, but equipped with
features comparable to Tie,
Sinisalo offers the Jewel jacket
and Stara pants for female
riders. Both are available in the
sizes 34 through 44. 

SINISALO SPORT
Lahti, FINLAND
Tel: +358 (0)3 822 2313
info@sinisalo.com
www.sinisalo.com
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Solaris textile jacket for sport riding

Outcast Tech Denim jeans

Esprit casual riding glove

http://www.alpinestars.com
mailto:info@sinisalo.com
http://www.sinisalo.com


CABERG’S latest helmet launch is the
full-face Vox. 

The thermoplastic shell used in the
construction of the Vox features
adjustable top ventilation with inner
channels and air flow extraction at the
rear. There is also adjustable chin
ventilation and a removable breath
guard and chin curtain, for increased
rider comfort. 

The helmet has Caberg’s Double
Visor Tech, which is a flip down internal
sun visor behind the regular external
visor. Both visors have an anti-scratch
coating and the external visor is also
anti-mist coated and ready to accept a
Pinlock system.

The Vox also carries Caberg’s own
integral ‘Just Speak’ controller for use

with the Caberg Bluetooth kit
(available separately) for wireless
communications. 

Caberg is offering the Vox in sizes
XS-XL, with colour options being matt
black or metal white and graphic
options of Rival, Daytona and
Romantik.  

CABERG
Azzano S. Paolo (BG), ITALY
Tel: +39 035 4203611
info@caberg.it
www.caberg-helm.com

Caberg Vox
helmet 

Rival is one of the graphic finish
options on the Caberg Vox helmet

Helite Hi Vis Vest
HELITE’S high visibility vest
contains a CE certified airbag
that automatically inflates to
protect the wearer in the event

of an accident. 
The airbag is claimed to inflate
in 100 milliseconds via an
included CO2 cartridge, and the
‘HiVis’ yellow colourway meets
requirements of EN 471 Class 3
reflectivity. Additionally, the
vest features large 3M
Scotchlite reflective stripes for
night visibility and a CE certified
EN 1621/1 certified Knox back
protector is also included. 

HELITE
Messigny et Vantoux, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)3 80 35 48 26
helite@helite.com
www.helite.com
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THE GP-2 textile jacket from
Clover, made from "Duratek
7" and "Ballistic" material,
features water-repellent
treatment and an inner
removable thermo-lining.
Shoulders and elbows
have CE-approved,
removable and
adjustable protectors
and front ventilation
panels. Two air vents on arms
and one air extractor on the
back, an adjustable double
collar, forearm and bottom of
jacket as well as adjustable cuff
by Velcro and two front pockets,

one inner pocket and padding
on shoulders add to comfort.
Ballistic reinforcements on
elbows and laminated refractive
inserts on side and back and
ready for CE back protectors
complete the picture.

CLOVER
Cornedo (VI), ITALY
Tel. +39 0445 446642
clover@clover.it
www.clover.it

SHOEI has updated its VFX-W
off-road helmet with two new
graphics options for 2013.
Launched with the Dissent
graphic package in 2012, the
Shoei VFX-W has a radical
sporty design, a choice of eight

finishes and numerous features,
refinements and guarantees of
safety, comfort and quality. 
The shell of the helmet is
constructed from AIM plus
organic fibreglass for optimum
shock-absorbance and rigidity.
The sporty design with
integrated spoilers is claimed
to offer optimised
aerodynamics, with an
aggressively-shaped face
guard delivering reduced
drag.
Internally, the helmet
features detachable,

washable and breathable 3D
Max-Dry centre and cheek pads.
The new Shoei VFX-W Krack and
Salute helmets are both
available in sizes XS – XXL.

SHOEI (EUROPE)
Duesseldorf, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)211 17543632
www.shoei-europe.com
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THE Quantum ST is an addition to Arai's popular
Quantum helmet, developed for touring riders who
want to combine sportiness with comfort.

The new Quantum ST combines both, and the new
shell construction offers more room in the chin area
and more comfort because of better ventilation.

Furthermore it uses the FCS system (Facial
Contour System), which means cheek pads are
specially formed and support the face better. It also
makes it easier to put the helmet on and take it off.
For individual adjustment of the helmet the pads
have "Peel Away" possibilities, which are padded
stripes, which can be removed from the original
padding.

The high quality DryCool inner lining offers in
connection with two air intakes and several air
outlets intensive ventilation and comfort. Pinlock
anti-fog inserts are a standard feature.

Quantum ST has been tested to ECE 22-05 and
SNELL M2010 standard.

ARAI HELMET (EUROPE)
Hoevelaken, NETHERLANDS
Tel. +31 (0)33 254 1010
info@araihelmet-europe.com
www.araihelmet-europe.com

Quantum ST

Shoei VFX-W
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VFX-W Krack

VFX-W Salute

GP-2 jacket from Clover

mailto:clover@clover.it
http://www.clover.it
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RS3 Thunder XMX Stripes 999 RS Vortix

THREE new helmets from the
Marushin helmet range are the RS3
Thunder, the XMX Stripes and the 999
RS Vortix.

The RS3 Thunder has a 3K aviation
quality carbon and Stonefibre XF2

shell and an easily removable and
washable interior lining, Double D-ring
aluminium fastener and an ECE 22-05
approved anti-scratch/anti-fog visor.

The XMX Stripes has a tri-composite
shell (carbon/Kevlar/fiberglass), also a

removable and washable lining, DD
ring buckle and an adjustable peak.

The 999 RS Vortix has an XF2
Stonefibre shell as well as removable
and washable lining, a Double D-ring
aluminium fastener and also comes

with an E22-05 approved anti-
scratch/anti-fog visor.

MSP GmbH
Mosbach, GERMANY
Tel. +49 (0)6261 9397251
j.beck@msp-sports.com
www.msp-sports.com

Marushin is back in Europe
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ROCK has specifically been
designed for young Trial riders
with its upper made of leather.
Externally the boot features
injected and protective shaped
plastics, a personalised suede
leather heat protector and a
dual-density compound outer
sole.
Closure is by Velcro and
adjustable/replaceable GH

plastic buckles, while the
shaped front features air
ventilation windows.
Thermoformed ankle
protections make this boot very
safe for young Trial riders. Inside
the boot has padded lining,
reinforced plastic protections
and memory foam cushioning.
The anti-bacterial, replaceable
footbed features APS (Air Pump

System) and the I.S.S.
(Incorporated
Steel Shank) insole is
characterised by the injection
of a steel shank directly inside
the midsole,  giving it a
contoured and comfortable
shape. Available in black.

SDE MOTORSPORT
Altivole (TV), ITALY
Tel. +39 0423 915335
info@formaboots.com
www.formaboots.com

Forma Rock boot

mailto:j.beck@msp-sports.com
http://www.msp-sports.com
mailto:info@formaboots.com
http://www.formaboots.com
http://www.airoh.com


STYLMARTIN's all-purpose shoes
are joined by Sunrise, a stylish
sneaker with CE certification
that offers comfortable riding
in a sand colour with
fluorescent yellow laces.
It is intended for
motorbike and scooter
riders who want a
technical, functional
shoe which also looks
good off the bike.
The company used a
specially breathable
washed canvas fabric
and inserted a
breathable air mesh
lining and a removable,
micro-perforated
footbed that allows the
feet to breathe.
The badges for the
eyelets, as well as the
protectors on the heel and the
gear change area, are in vintage

leather. All the protective
elements are hidden, but
present on the malleolus in PU
on both sides. Safety is
enhanced by a rubber sole with
anti-slip grip, and at the rear a
refractive insert and the
fluorescent laces make the rider
clearly visible when riding.
Another pair of laces in mould
white is also provided.

STYLMARTIN
Montebelluna (TV), ITALY
Tel. +39 0423 603033
info@stylmartin.it
www.stylmartin.it
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Sunrise summer sneakers

THE second combination suit from the
Stadler Modul EVO line is the Destiny
jacket and Faith trousers, which offer a
maximum of functionality.

The outer jacket is a Gore-TEX
3-layer laminate and the inside has a
net lining.

Features include numerous pockets
in the outer and inner jacket as well as
CE-approved protectors on shoulders,
elbows and back.

The laminate outer jacket features
ventilation under the arms down to the
waist, regulable by splashproof zip
fastener, and extensive use of 3M
reflective material as well as a suction
blocker. The jacket and trousers can be
connected by a long zip and have a low
weight.

The summer inner jacket is said to
have excellent air supply to front, back

and arms due to use of Cordura Air
material. Connection to the
waterproof, windproof and breathable
laminate outer jacket is by means of a
zip at the front and press studs in the
collar area.

Both jacket and trousers come in
black only.

STADLER
Aidenbach, GERMANY
Tel.+49 (0)8543 96200
info@stadler-bekleidung.de
www.stadler-bekleidung.de

Destiny and Faith from Stadler

Faith
trousers
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Destiny jacket
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FURYGAN’S new range of textile
jackets – the Genesis range – is made
in three distinctive designs, which are
fully CE-approved. Launched under the
company’s Motion Lab label, the jackets
are aimed at budget conscious riders. 

The Genesis Tourer, Claw and Full are
described as multi-seasonal jackets,
which feature a range of Furygan
innovations. The Air Flow System on the
chest and back of the jackets and the
3D honeycomb mesh lining, which is
said to thermo-regulate body
temperature, is ideal for warmer
days. For cooler days, the
removable polar thermal lining
provides protection against
the cold, as well as making
the jackets waterproof.

The jackets also come
equipped with Furygan’s
Skin Protection Lining for
reinforcement against
tearing and abrasion.
Homologated elbow and
shoulder protectors are also
fitted in the jackets as
standard. Each Genesis jacket
also features a back protector

pocket, which is compatible with
Furygan’s D3O central and full back
protectors.

The Tourer, Claw and Full all include
two pockets on the outside of the
jacket, with a further three on the
inside. Each jacket is adjustable at the
wrists, waist and arms with a
connecting zip mounted on an elastic
belt. There are additional snap claws for
linking the jacket to trousers. 

The Genesis
Tourer is available in black, and
sizes S - 4XL.

The Genesis Claw is available in
black-white, and sizes S - 4XL.

The Genesis Full is available in
black-white, black-grey-white,
black-red-white, and sizes S - 4XL.

FURYGAN
Nimes, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)4 66 38 85 85
accueil@furygan.com
www.furygan.com

Genesis Claw jacket

Genesis Tourer jacket Genesis Full jacket

Budget-friendly
range from Furygan 

mailto:accueil@furygan.com
http://www.furygan.com
http://www.giannifalco.com
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USA
Parts Unlimited (608) 758-1111
Hap Jones (408) 432-1918
TEC Dist. (800) 356-0043

Newcomb Southeast
(803) 732-5135

M.A.P. Ent. (727) 381-1151
KK Motorcycle Supply

(800) 543-9638
Suncoast Cycle Ent.

(727) 725-3664

Canada
Parts Canada (403) 250-6611

Motovan Motorsport 
(450) 449-3903

Kimpex Action (519) 659-0508
Germany
Grossewaechter

0049 (0)5225859256
UK

P.D.Q. Motorcycle
0044 1628667644

Australia
Serco 07 38232833

Netherlands
Motorcycle Storehouse BV

0031 (0)50 303 9771
MotoPro Sport 0031 (0)599 633 000

Japan
Wellington Moto
France

Bihr Racing 0033 389673639www.barnettclutches.com
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Distributors of TECMATE
retail chargers

TecMate (International) SA BELGIUM www.tecmate-int.com
TEL: 0032 (0)16 805440  FAX: 0032 (0)16 805441

AUSTRALIA - A1 ACCESSORY IMPORTS
T. (61) 7 3806 1800 sales@a1accessory.com.au

AUSTRIA -SCHUMOTO KG
T. (43)(732)757080 office@schumoto.at

BELGIUM - BIKE DESIGN BVBA
T. (32)(52) 453361 info@bike-design.be

CROATIA - PICCILO RACING D.O.O.
T. (385)(21)325677 piccilo-racing@st.t-com.hr

CYPRUS - J.L. MOTORACE LTD (MOTORCYCLE)
T. (357)(22)752234 motorace@cytanet.com.cy

CZECH REP. - MOTOSERVIS DEYL
T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

DENMARK - CARL ANDERSEN MOTORCYKLER 
T. (45)(86) 946177 hjn@ca-mc.dk

ESTONIA - OÜ HELADORA LLC
T. (372) 5285672 rain@motopood.ee

FINLAND - OY BRANDT A/B
T. (358)(9)895501 ulf.bjorklund@brandt.fi

FRANCE - MORACO SAS
T. (33)(3)85 51 45 30 info@moraco.fr

GERMANY - ECON WERKST.-AUSRÜSTUNGS
T. (49)(2689) 928747 info@econ-wa.de

GERMANY - HERMANN HARTJE GMBH
T. (49)(42) 51 811 273 info@hartje.de

GERMANY - HS-MOTORRADTEILE GMBH
T. (49)(621) 105 200 info@hs-motoparts.de

GERMANY - LANGENSCHEIDT GMBH
T. (49)23 63 36 18-0 info@langenscheidt-gmbh.de

GERMANY - NIEMANN+FREY GMBH
T. (49)(2151)55 54 20 zentrale@niemann-frey.de

GERMANY - PAASCHBURG & WUNDERLICH 
T. (49)(40)248 277 0 info@pwonline.de

GERMANY - SCHÜLLER MOTORRADTEILE
T. (49)(6245)994 79 10 info@enuma.de

GREAT BRITAIN - PROBIKE SHADOWFAX 
T. (44)(1604)660555 sales@probike.co.uk

GREAT BRITAIN - MOTOHAUS POWERSPORTS 
T. (44)(1256)704909 sales@motohaus.com

GREECE - TECNOPNEUMATIC A.E
T. (30)(210)34 67 000 avieris@tecnopneumatic.gr

HOLLAND - HOCOPARTS B.V.
T. (31)(342) 412290 info@hocoparts.com

HUNGARY - DOVER KFT
T. (36)(1)2392202 csaba@doverkft.hu

ICELAND - BILANAUST NITRO N1
T. (354)-535-9000 agust@n1.is

IRELAND - INTERCONTINENTAL 
DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
T. (353)(1)8344 289 andy@idl-dublin.ie

ISRAEL - A.E. MOTORCYCLE
T. (972)(50)271923 ae_motor@netvision.net.il

ITALY - SOCIETÀ GENERALE RICAMBI
T. (39)(051)722557 DelucaR@sgr-it.com

JAPAN - OKADA CORPORATION
T. (81)(3)5473-0371 j.sumiyoshi@okada-corp.com

KUWAIT -TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES
T. (965)2405194 shams@tristarkw.com

LATVIA - MOTOSPORTS LTD
T. (371)-7802351 lauris.ermanis@motosports.lv

MOROCCO - SHENO
T. (212) (0)5 22 35 97 16 larichimed@sheno.ma

NEW ZEALAND - NORTHERN ACCESSORIES
T. (64)(9)276-6453 steven@northacc.co.nz

NORWAY - SPARE PARTS SERVICE AS
T. (47)(64)837500 jang@sps.no

PHILIPPINES - STRONGHAND INC.
T. (632) 373-2311 open@stronghandinc.com

POLAND - OLEK MOTOCYKLE
T. (48) (33) 810 19 05 import@olekmotocykle.pl

PORTUGAL - JMP EQUIPAMENTOS
T. (351)(232)961841 geral@jmpequipamentos.com

SERBIA - MOTO-BIKE
T. (99)(381)641289979 motobike@ptt.rs

SINGAPORE - DWA LUBRICANTS PTE LTD
T. (65) 6515-6282 dwa@pacific.net.sg

SLOVAKIA - MOTOSERVIS DEYL
T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

CENTRAL & SOUTH AFRICA, OCEANIA - 
TECMATE SOUTH AFRICA
T. (27)(21)5316087 tecmate@netactive.co.za

SPAIN - EUROMOTO 85, S.A.
T. (34)(936)376 611 euromoto85@euromoto85.es

SWEDEN - MOTOSPEED  AB
T. (46)(21)351925 klarkner@motospeed.se

SWITZERLAND - TECHNOPOLYMER AG
T. (41)(91) 683-0333 robert.maier@technopolymer.ch

SWITZERLAND - HOSTETTLER AG
T. (41)(41) 926-6111 claudia.shumacher@hostettler.com

TAIWAN - PROMO-TEC INTERNATIONAL
T. (886)(2)2562-7770 pro.motec@msa.hinet.net

TURKEY - VELOMOTO
T. (90)(212)6061707 info@velomoto.com.tr

UAE - TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES DUBAI
T. (971) 4-3330659 floyd@tristaruae.com

USA, CANADA, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA 
TECMATE NORTH AMERICA
T. 905 337 2095 sales@tecmate.com
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Andreani Group (IT) Factory closed cartridges ..............................................................39
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This INTERNATIONAL DEALER NEWS INDEX is a complete listing of all the items in this edition.
It includes all our advertisers and the product, feature and news items published this month.
The INDEXwill act as a quick reference guide, and will be useful when searching this and other
editions either for contact details for a particular company, or for a specific item that has
appeared. The  INDEX appears in every edition of IDN.
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THE RIGHT PRODUCT - THE RIGHT FIT - THE RIGHT PRICE
• Starting, charging and Electronic Ignition components:
 Specifically, we offer regulator rectifiers, stators, starter motors, starter drives,  
 solenoid switches, ignition coils, CDI boxes, brushes and brush plate kits

• Replacement pieces as well as multi-fit universal style pieces
 for the obscure models

• Specializing in Asian & European street bikes, ATVs & Off Road vehicles

• Quality bolt-on/plug-in OE replacement pieces at a competitive cost

• Highest quality thermal/shock resistant material in construction

• 1 year warranty on all products, excluding CDI boxes

RICK’S MOTORCYCLE ELECTRICS
30 Owens Ct. #2 - Hampstead - NH 03841 USA - Tel: (603) 329-99901 - Fax: (603) 329-9904
info@rickselectrics.com - www.ricksmotorsportelectrics.com

news ROOM

IN March total PTW (Powered Two
Wheeler) new model registrations
in Germany were down by a
massive minus 19,58 percent to
21.683 from 26.963 in March
2012.This is the lowest March
sales figure in Germany for
several years - down from 24.949
in 2011, 24.854 in 2010 and from
the 22.074 total PTW new model
sales seen in March 2009.
Within these figures motorcycle sales

were down by -16,70 percent to 16.272
units from 20.081 in March 2012. This
is also the poorest level of first quarter
motorcycle sales in Germany for several
years - down from 18.229 in 2011,
18.487 in 2010, and only just ahead of
the 15.594 new motorcycle sales seen
in March of 2009.
It is widely being analysed in

Germany as a result of the very bad
weather in March - seen right across
northern Europe in fact - but the
weather has been poor for most of the
first three months of the year in
Germany and elsewhere for at least four

out of the last five years, so the worry
now is that consumer confidence is
taking another hit and that, despite
some encouraging long-term signs for
Euro-zone economies in northern
Europe, the decline is now structural
again.
Regardless of the cause, the impact

on dealership revenues and down-
stream (aftermarket) spending will be
profound. What is more, the picture is
much the same when March is taken in
the context of the full first quarter in
Germany.
Total PTW sales are down by -15,26

percent at 30.604 units for the year to
date, compared to 36.116 for the first
quarter of 2012, 34.467 in 2011,
31.847 in 2010 and 35.860 in 2009.
In motorcycle sales terms the first

quarter saw a -12,92 percent drop in
new registrations, at 22.957 compared
to 26.364 in 2012, 24.927 in 2011,
23.160 in 2010 and 24.735 in 2009.
The two years of modest growth seen

in Germany in 2011 and 2010 with total
PTW sales for the year up to 85.275

from a 2010 low of 80.208 now looks
to be under threat with the most
important sales month posting such a
decline.
If there is ‘bounce’ in the April and

May numbers, then short-term, and
especially weather factors may turn out
to have been the primary reason, but as
April came towards an end, the reports
that we here at IDN have been receiving
suggest that, at best, the bellwether
German market may be broadly level
with last year when, to give a
comparison with the importance of
March there, the market was worth
12.728 motorcycle registrations in
2012, and 18.365 total PTW
registrations.
While some recovery in used

inventory activity and pricing is being
reported in Germany and elsewhere, the
picture for the total European market is
equally bleak.
The latest data released by ACEM for

Europe as a whole shows the total PTW

market falling by -23,8 percent in the
first quarter of 2013, with March,
specifically, down by a massive -30,60
percent; this followed a -12,7 percent
drop for EU markets in 2012 as a whole.
Total PTW sales in Europe were

115.470 units in March, with first
quarter sales at 228.845 - with
motorcycle sales down by -22,7 percent
and other PTWs down by -26,5 percent. 
Sales in Italy are being reported as

being down by -37 percent in the first
quarter, with Spain down by -22,4
percent, Greece down by -31,3 percent,
France at -21 percent, Poland -32,8
percent, The Netherlands at -24,4
percent and Austria at -25 percent.
While ACEM highlights the weather,

they are also saying that “a worsening
of the situation such as this reflects
deeper economic and political
uncertainty”, which they say
“translates into a loss of consumer
purchasing inclination bringing the
market to a halt”.

German market down again in
March, Europe-wide first quarter total
PTW sales down by –23.8 percent
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‘economic and political uncertainty
bringing the market to a halt’ - ACEM
Europe Q1 2013
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